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NOTES ON T H E COURTING DISPLAY AND 
NESTING OF T H E EIDER IN T H E TAY 

ESTUARY. 
BY 

HENRY BOASE. 

DURING recent years, the Eider (Somateria m. mollissima) has 
shown a tendency to nest in increasing numbers on the east 
coast of Scotland. In this paper it is not intended to deal 
with this question at length, but it is this increase that makes 
the display of the Eider one of the familiar features of the 
lower Tay Estuary in spring. 

The display has shown some very definite variation in its 
broad lines, and some of these are here described. On 
May 20th, 1922, two males were watched displaying to two 
females hidden from view by the shelving bank. The males 
were swimming to and fro with head held high and neck stiff. 
First one and then the other called a soft crooning note 
" coo-roo-uh " accompanied by an upward jerk of the bill. 
Near at hand was a pair, and the male turned towards the 
female, bowed and raised the bill with curved neck and rising 
on the water, recalling a similar action of the Mallard, but 
continued the motion in an upthrow of the bill, giving the 
love croon, and finishing with a downward jerk of the bill, 
apparently with the final " uh " of the call. Later, two 
males were in attendance on one female and she replied to 
the display of the males with a double call " coo-roo " 
while holding the head high and neck stiff, and tossing the 
bill at the moment of calling. 

On May 5th, 1923, a group of six males and one female was 
watched. The males pressed their attentions on the female, 
crooning and tossing the bill, jostling one another in their 
efforts to attain a favourable position. The female made 
reply, extending head and neck in line at a low angle, and 
sometimes, when so gesturing, made a rush at the more 
importunate males. 

On May 17th, 1924, display was going on actively. Some
times as many as a dozen males were crowding and jostling 
round one female, each displaying when he, as it seemed, 
caught her attention. The actual motions of the display 
were more formal than had been seen hitherto, for the motion 
was arrested for an appreciable time with the head held back 
and the bill slightly elevated, during which pause the croon 
was probably uttered. The recovery was sudden and sharp, 
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accompanied by an upthrust of the rear portion of the body. 
In some instances, it seemed as though the bill was dipped 
before the backward swing of the head and neck, but without 
the rise on the water already noticed. As is usual with all 
duck, individuals rose here and there, beat the wings or 
merely stretched themselves and settled again, but this is 
frequent at all seasons. The instant of uttering the croon 
could not be determined in relation to the posturing, for all 
around males were calling, and the notes blended into a 
strange moaning. The females swam about actively among 
the thronging males, showing no favour to any, and held the 
head high, tossing the bill from time to time, and perhaps 
calling. Much of the display took place within a yard or two 
of the shore and, when so engaged, the birds seemed little 
concerned with the presence of a watcher. 

It was striking to find, on this same day, quite a number 
of Eider making display up on the sand flats, some 
distance from the water. The males were fairly active, some 
running from group to group, others finding interest where 
they stood. One male ran to another male which was 
squatting on the sand and made display before it, using the 
ordinary form of display described above. Later, it squatted 
before the other male, and the two made display to each other 
several times, first the one and then the other. Meanwhile, 
other males were displaying to females, some of which squatted 
and others stood, and the males at times in jealousy made 
runs at one another with outstretched neck. The females in 
some cases were active, holding the head high on stiffly erected 
neck and tossing the bill, which in some cases was opened, 
perhaps in calling. The males did not appear to take neces
sarily the most interest in the females that displayed the 
most actively. Sometimes a female would leave a group with 
head high and with two or three males in pursuit, only to 
turn aside with some other male encountered by chance 
and perhaps squat without further interest. 

Further inland, on a fresh-water pond, a pair of Eider were 
displaying but departed before any details of their performance 
could be seen. 

The significance of this display so late in May is not quite 
clear to the writer. The crooning notes have been heard so 
early as February 16th, yet the display is comparatively rare 
until May, at least during the afternoon, when all these obser
vations have been made. The plumage of the males has 
seemed peculiarly vivid ; their preponderance has been very 
great; and the total numbers engaged considerably in excess 
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of the nesting birds, so far as this can be. estimated. By the 
middle of May the local nesting birds are already incubating, 
and while there are always a few late nests each year, yet 
these cannot explain the numbers seen in May. At so late 
a date it seems somewhat doubtful that these parties can be 
passage birds on their way north—it rather suggests that a 
large proportion are non-breeding birds indulging in a little 
sport—running about on the dry sand flats seems quite 
unusual for a duck courtship, Sheld-Duck excepted. There 
is, however, no question that these birds depart from the Tay 
Estuary before the end of May ; where they go remains un
certain, some may retire out to sea to spend the summer ; 
others may yet go to nest further north. 

During the past ten years, it appears from the information 
now available, that the Eider as a breeding bird on the Tay 
Estuary has increased from about twenty-five pairs in 1914 
to fifty pairs in 1919, and to about eighty pairs in 1923 and 
1924—there having been no change in the last two seasons. 
Whether these numbers will increase or even be maintained 
depends to a large extent upon the measure of protection 
which can be afforded to the nesting birds. 

In regard to nesting, certain matters have come under notice 
in respect of the behaviour of the females during incubation. 
It is stated in the British Bird Book (IV., p. 281) that a female 
kept in captivity did not leave the eggs during the whole 
period of incubation. Some little attention has been given 
to this question, and of the Eider nesting in the Tay Estuary 
it would appear that the females do leave the nest, particularly 
during the earlier period of incubation, for the purpose of 
feeding and washing, and for a time at least the female is 
accompanied by the male on her return, the latter returning 
to the sea after his mate has settled on the nest. Whether 
the female leaves the nest every day or more than once each 
day has not been determined. It would seem that no fixed 
time of day is usual for this interval as birds come and go at 
all hours during the earlier period of nesting ; later it would 
seem that if the birds go off at all, they do so in the earlier 
part of the day, for in the afternoon the nests are almost 
invariably occupied. In this connection, another question 
has arisen. It has been noticed that on different occasions 
a nest already located has, on a later visit, been found with 
eggs covered, but deserted. This would seem to suggest that 
the female does leave the nest during incubation and that 
before leaving the eggs she covers them completely. The 
coincidence of the owner of a nest under observation failing 
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to return must be somewhat rare. Yet the facts which appear 
to be demonstrated are by no means rendered less tenable in 
consequence of the few cases observed. Obviously, the 
presence of a nest not already located so concealed would be 
detected only by the accident of stepping on it (unless the 
concealment was very poor), hence the few records of this 
nature. 

The writer, on one occasion, searched a heather patch from 
which a female Eider had just departed of its own accord and 
found there the beginning of a nest containing one egg care
fully covered; he has also searched the ground where pairs 
have alighted (having come in from the sea) but without 
success, though at the time of year the presence of the nest 
was most likely. From time to time nests have been found 
without any covering on the eggs, but it is probable that these 
were so left owing to the hurried departure of the sitting bird 
when flushed by intruders. When incubation is advanced, 
the female, if pushed from the nest, shows little desire to leave 
the immediate neighbourhood and returns to the brooding as 
soon as the intruder has left. 

Twice during recent years recently hatched young have 
been found in the nest; in one case these remained at least 
twenty-four hours. The female and her brood do not cross 
the moor to the sea during ordinary hours of the day ; on the 
flats a family party has been seen walking out to the water's 
edge, but these may have been left stranded by the tide. 
During the early days on the sea the brood keeps in shallow 
water, feeding in the wash of the tide, if the sea is calm ; 
later they betake themselves to the mussel scalps, and, after 
a month or so, the young scatter to other feeding ground, 
particularly to the rocky coasts to the north and south. The 
downy young commonly band together, and a large pack of 
thirty to forty may be under the charge of half a dozen females. 
The usual brood is five, so that some individuals must desert 
their young soon after the family have reached the sea. 

During the autumn and early winter the number of males 
is again far in excess of the females and immature males, and 
the proportions remain fairly constant until March, when 
males decrease and females become predominant in numbers. 
Later on, as already mentioned, males again become largely 
in excess and these depart later. During the summer it is 
of course impossible to determine the relative proportions 
present, but, for the most part, the numbers in July represent 
the approximate number of nesting birds. 


